1. Las Arenas Spa Hotel

HISTORY: In the 19th century, a spa at Las Arenas beach to attract tourists and so that the
Valencian bourgeoisie could take the dips in the sea recommended by doctors. The quality and
good service, the music, the discretion, the distinguished ambience, etc., stood out alongside
the two classic pavilions and the pavilion floating on the sea. More and more summer
holidaygoers went to Las Arenas beach every year. This spa was partially destroyed during
bombing in the Civil War.
Over the years, the spa area became popular and became the favourite of Valencians to spend
an enjoyable day with their family. When the luxury Hotel Las Arenas was inaugurated, in 2006,
the classic pavilions, the long-gone swimming pools and the competition springboard were
reconstructed, immortalised by the poster artist Josep Renau.

PHYSICAL DISABILITY
Car park: Several 220 x 450 cm public spaces reserved.
Access: Main entrance with five steps of 17 cm high spanned by ramp with a 10% slope, no
hand rail, 800 cm long and 200 cm wide. Main entrance through revolving doors with alternative
doors opening inwards through a vertical handle on both sides.
Internal mobility: Aisles more than 120 cm wide with no slope. Doors with minimum passage
width of 80 cm.
Common adapted toilets: One adapted cabin in the gents’ toilet and another in the ladies’.
With accessible itinerary. Door signed with approved symbol. Non-slip paving. Toilet door that
opens outwards with a handle, with 97 cm-wide free passage. Within the cabin it is possible to
describe a circle with a diameter of 150 cm. 88 cm-high sink. Toilet access space of 70 cm on
the left and more than 150 cm of front access. 41 cm-high toilet seat. Support bars 85 cm high.
Fixed on the left and foldable on the right. Separation between bars of 70 cm.
Restaurant, cafeteria, buffet: Located on Ground floor with accessible itinerary. Door with 220
cm-wide free passage

VISUAL IMPAIRMENT
Internal mobility: Itinerary free of obstacles.
Restaurant, cafeteria, buffet: Itinerary free of obstacles. Menus with large and contrasting
texts. Homogeneous lighting.

HEARING IMPAIRMENT
Internal mobility: Written information about the services provided. There are information
panels in each room with pictograms or short texts.

